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Table 1 - Trailing Three Months Delinquency 
Jan-11 Dec-10 Nov-10

Category UPB ($BB) UPB ($BB) UPB ($BB)
30-Day 7.11$       8.14$       7.97$       
60-Day 5.32$       4.15$       4.09$       
90+-Day 25.87$      25.97$     25.56$     
Foreclosure 14.55$      14.97$     14.83$     
REO 9.24$       9.10$       8.66$       
Current 693.92$    689.93$    690.91$    
Total CMBS 756.02$    752.25$    752.02$    
Total CMBS Del. 62.09$      62.32$     61.11$     

Delinq. % 8.213% 8.285% 8.126%

 

Monthly Delinquency Report - Commentary 
 
Executive Summary 
In January 2011, the delinquent unpaid balance for CMBS decreased slightly by $229.8 million, down to 
$62.09 billion from $62.32 billion a month prior (reflecting less than a 0.4% decrease).  This followed the 
previous two months’ increases of $1.21 billion and $1.93 billion, respectively, in December and 
November of 2010.  Reflecting the impact of moderate new delinquency reporting (evidenced by a net 
decline in three of the five delinquency categories, including 30-day delinquency), ongoing loan 
modification, resolution and / or liquidation activity, and increased new issuance transactions under 
review by Realpoint, the delinquent unpaid balance for January 2011 decreased for only the second time 
in the past 12-months.  Such a decrease follows the previously recorded decline in October 2010 – 
mostly attributed to the resolution of the $4.1 billion Extended Stay Hotel loan from the WBC07ESH 
transaction, which had been 90+-day’s delinquent.  The expected decline experienced in October 2010 
followed 14 straight months of increase, as moderate monthly delinquency growth had continued for 
some time.  In this case, however, the decline is attributed to $627.4 million in loan workouts and 
liquidations reported for January 2011 across 81 loans, at an average loss severity of 46.5%, comingled 
with the slower rate of new delinquency reporting.  This followed $918.4 million in loan workouts and 
liquidations for December 2010 across 143 loans, at an average loss severity of 56.7%, and $636.3 
million in loan workouts and liquidations for November 2010 across 80 loans, at an average loss severity 
of 45.7%.    

 
On the other hand, the delinquent unpaid balance in January 
2011 remains up 35% from one-year ago (when there was 
$45.94 billion of delinquent unpaid balance for January 2010), 
and remains over 28 times the low point of $2.21 billion in 
March 2007.  Only two delinquency categories increased in 
January 2011 (60-day and REO).  With the ongoing rapid 
pace of loan liquidations, modifications and resolutions, the 
two most distressed categories of Foreclosure and REO also 
fell by $281 million as a whole (1.2%) from the previous month 
but remains up by $14.15 billion (147%) in the past year (up 
from $9.64 billion in January 2010).   

 
The total unpaid balance for CMBS pools available for review for the January 2011 remittance increased 
to $756.02 billion from $752.25 billion due to recent new issuance transactions added to our database.  
Despite the delinquency decline experienced in October 2010 and now in January 2011, both the 
delinquent unpaid balance and delinquency percentage over the trailing twelve months has continued to 
trend upward, as shown in Charts 1 and 2, but at a moderated pace compared to earlier in 2010 and 
2009.  The resultant delinquency ratio for January 2011 of 8.21% (down slightly from 8.29% a month 
prior) is still 1.4 times the 5.76% reported one-year prior in January 2010 and over 29 times the Realpoint 
recorded low point of 0.283% from June 2007.  The movement in both delinquent unpaid balance and 
percentage is now clearly being impacted by the size and amount of loan liquidations, modifications, 
extensions and resolutions reported on a monthly basis, leading to a potential slow-down in the reporting 
of new delinquency for the remainder of 2011. 
 
Therefore, we want to emphasize that when focusing on deals seasoned for at least one year, our 
investigation reveals more concerning results regarding legacy CMBS transactions under review by our 
surveillance group:   
• All deals seasoned at least a year have a total unpaid balance of $718.2 billion, with $62.09 billion 

delinquent – reflecting an 8.65% rate (up from 8.55% a month prior and 7.99% six months ago). 
• When agency CMBS deals are removed from the equation, deals seasoned at least a year have a 

total unpaid balance of $684.7 billion, with $62.04 billion delinquent – reflecting a 9.06% rate (up 
from 8.97% a month prior and 8.32% six months ago).    
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• Finally, conduit and fusion deals seasoned at least a year have a total unpaid balance of $621.7 
billion, with $59.66 billion delinquent – reflecting a 9.6% rate (up from 9.57% a month prior and 
8.47% six months ago).    

 
Charts 1 and 2 – Monthly CMBS Delinquency: Balance vs. Percentage (source: Realpoint) 
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We continue to monitor in detail many large Realpoint Watchlisted loans that have never met pro-forma 
underwritten expectations as part of our monthly surveillance efforts of every CMBS transaction.  This 
includes a large number of loans that remain current in payment but have already been transferred into 
special servicing - many of which may ultimately default based upon a denial of requests for loan 
modifications or debt restructuring by the special servicers, or a decision by borrowers to surrender the 
collateral.  Based upon such concerns and the recent default activity experienced over the trailing 12-
months, the delinquent unpaid balance for CMBS still has the potential to grow higher than 9% in 2011.  
This remains a reality under more heavily stressed scenarios involving additional large loan defaults 
driven by several Realpoint identified High Risk Loans from more recent vintage transactions that 
continue to show signs of stress and default risk, along with continued / expected balloon maturity 
defaults where refinance proceeds are not readily available 
 
Forecasted Delinquency by Balance and Percentage – Scenario Analysis 
 
Along with these concerns, our historical scenario and stressed trend analysis regarding recent default 
activity (based primarily upon six-month historical assumptions) and the potential for future 
delinquency growth presents the following:   
 

• If the six-month delinquency growth average were increased by an additional 25% growth rate (to 
account for unforeseen defaults of specially-serviced assets and upcoming maturing loans), and 
then carried through June 2011, the delinquent unpaid balance would reach $63 billion and 
reflect a delinquency percentage near 8.6%.   

• In addition to this growth scenario, when we add-in a worst-case potential default scenario 
including several large current but specially-serviced assets that are in the midst of modifications 
/ workout scenarios that may not materialize, the delinquent unpaid balance has the potential 
to top $70 billion and reflect a delinquency percentage near 9.6% by mid-2011.   

 
Other concerns / dynamics we continue to monitor due to current credit market conditions which may 
affect the overall delinquency rate include the following:   
 

• The Federal Reserve recently reported in its recent Beige Book results for January 2011 that 
Commercial real estate markets displayed mixed results across the Districts as leasing markets 
exhibited increasing signs of recovery and nonresidential construction remained weak.   

• Leasing activity increased modestly in a few Districts while vacancy rates remained high across 
the country. Leasing market fundamentals held roughly steady in a few major Districts as 
commercial construction activity was very limited across most Districts, with the bulk of new 
activity coming from projects related to healthcare, public infrastructure, and multifamily housing.   

• Most Districts expect modest improvements in commercial leasing in 2011, although the outlook 
for construction was mixed and some Districts noted rising costs as a concern.   

• Increased interest for vacant retail space and pent-up demand may fuel a recovery for the sector.  
Retail spending showed improvement across all Districts, with most retailers reporting sales 
growth consistent with or ahead of plan for the recent 2010 holiday season as consumers 
positively reacted to promotions and discounting.   

• Tourism was recently characterized as positive or improved in many reporting Districts. 
Occupancy rose and room rates continued to run ahead of comparable 2009 levels in some 
Districts, with a few noting rising business travel.    

• Activity in residential real estate and new home construction remained slow across all Districts, 
characterized as weak and sluggish with little change from the previous reporting period. All 
Districts attributed slumping activity to concerns about the pace of economic recovery, especially 
in employment. High levels of existing home inventories continued to damp the pace of new 
home construction in most Districts reporting on construction, while distressed properties 
continue to place downward pressure on prices. Outlooks for residential real estate in the coming 
year were mixed, with most Districts expecting continued weak conditions. 

 
Otherwise, we continue to emphasize the following within the surveillance of our CMBS universe of deals: 
 

• Balloon default risk remains an issue from highly seasoned CMBS transactions as loans are 
unable to payoff as scheduled.  In many cases, collateral properties that have otherwise 
generated adequate / stable cash flow results are not able to refinance their balloon payment at 
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Year Issued # of Loans Current Balance
2008 1 7,100,000$                
2007 46 1,461,028,427$         
2006 52 842,755,179$            
2005 34 762,412,216$            
2004 17 85,601,892$              
2003 7 44,956,932$              
2002 8 55,624,968$              
2001 18 97,431,102$              
2000 14 46,797,919$              
1999 3 10,040,553$              
1998 4 15,480,662$              
1997 2 11,632,880$              
1995 1 202,488$                   

Totals 207 3,441,065,219$         

Table 2: Monthly Special Servicing Transfers
Jan 2011

maturity, mostly due to a lack of available refinance sources.  In some cases little or no 
amortization has taken place due to interest-only payment structures, while collateral values have 
also declined.  Large floating rate loan refinance and balloon default risk continues to grow, as 
many such large loans are secured by un-stabilized or transitional properties reaching final 
maturity extensions (if they have not done so already), or fail to meet debt service or cash flow 
covenants necessary to exercise in-place extension options. 

• Depressed commercial real estate values and diminished equity in collateral properties continue 
to prompt more struggling borrowers with marginal collateral performance to claim imminent 
default and ask for debt relief.   The aggressive pro-forma underwriting on loans originated from 
2005 through 2008 vintage transactions, comingled with extinguished debt service / interest 
reserves required at-issuance, has led to an increasing number of loans with an inability to meet 
debt service requirements from in-place cash flow.  This is especially evident with the partial-term 
interest-only loans that will begin to amortize or those that have recently converted.   

• On the other hand, special servicers will play a key role in the level of delinquency reached in the 
next 12-24 months as large loan modifications, lender financing (through discounted assumptions 
and modifications prior to foreclosure), maturity extensions and approved forbearance have the 
potential to slow down or mitigate delinquency growth and delay losses.  In addition, while 
vacancies across most if not all property types are near historic highs, optimism has recently 
surfaced regarding asking rents and vacancy across distressed loans.   

• Liquidations on smaller balance loans, however, may continue based upon volume and time 
constraints, etc.  Money that has been on the sideline for some time as well as foreign investment 
funds have slowly begun to show signs of re-entering the commercial real estate markets to take 
advantage of longer term equity plays on inherent collateral value.  

• Regarding new issuance, as the market continues to grow in 2011, some delinquency growth 
experienced in the trailing 12 months will obviously be offset by any new issuance’s speed to 
market.  As liquidations of severely distressed defaulted loans picked up speed in the latter half 
of 2010, and modifications or forbearance at the loan level continue to be discussed between 
borrowers and special servicers, there may be a delinquency “leveling-off” period through year-
end 2011.   

 
Special Servicing Exposure and Other Trends 

Through January 2011, the unpaid balance for specially 
serviced CMBS under review increased on a net basis by 
only $284 million to $90.53 billion, up from $90.25 billion in 
December 2010.  This remained down, however, from the 
trailing 12-month high of $91.17 billion reported in 
September 2010.  Newly transferred specially-serviced loans 
totaled 207 at $3.44 billion in January 2011, as shown in 
Table 2.  Worth noting is that 132 of the loans transferred in 
January at $3.066 billion (89% of newly transferred balance) 
were issued from 2005 through 2007.  The corresponding 
percentage of loans by unpaid balance in special servicing in 
January 2011 remained fairly steady at 12% of all CMBS by 
unpaid balance, up from 11.9% in November 2010.  This is 
the result of continued new loan transfer activity on a 
monthly basis.   
 
The overall trend of special servicing exposure since January 

2005, by both unpaid balance and percentage, is presented in Charts 3 and 4. 
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Charts 3 and 4 – Special Servicing Exposure: Balance vs. Percentage (source: Realpoint) 
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Over 82% of the delinquent unpaid balance through January 2011 came from transactions issued in 2005 
through 2007 (consistent with the prior month), with almost 35% of all delinquency found in 2006-issued 
transactions.  Chart 5 below shows the increased delinquent unpaid balance relative to these three 
vintages over the past six months, clearly reflecting the continuing trends of increase we have highlighted 
in recent months. For 2011, we expect to see continued high delinquency by unpaid balance for these 
three vintages due to aggressive lending practices prevalent in such years.  We also expect to see some 
loans from the 2008 vintage to show signs of distress and default in cases where pro-forma underwriting 
assumptions fail to be realized.   
 

Chart 5 – Monthly Delinquent Unpaid Balance for 2005, 2006 and 2007 Vintage Transactions 
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Monthly CMBS Loan Workouts and Liquidations  
As highlighted previously, both liquidation activity and average loss severity for these liquidations has 
been on the rise over the trailing 12 months, especially in the last few months of 2010.  A substantial 
$1.035 billion in loan workouts and liquidations were reported for July 2010 across 200 loans, at an 
average loss severity of 54.1%.  This marked the highest monthly liquidation amount tracked by Realpoint 
since the prior month, when $762.9 million in loan workouts and liquidations were reported for June 2010 
across 126 loans, at an average loss severity of 49%.   
 
Another $627.4 million in loan workouts and liquidations were reported for January 2011 across 81 loans, 
at an average loss severity of 46.5%.  Fourteen of these loans, however, at $113.5 million experienced a 
loss severity near or below 1%, most likely related to workout fees, while 67 loans at $513.9 million 
experienced an average loss severity at 56%.  Such activity followed $918.4 million in loan workouts and 
liquidations reported for December 2010 across 143 loans, at an average loss severity of 56.7%.  Eleven 
of these loans, however, at $81.7 million experienced a loss severity near or below 1%, most likely 
related to workout fees, while 132 loans at $836.7 million experienced an average loss severity above 
61%.  For all of 2010, $7.83 billion in loan workouts and liquidations were reported across 1,181 loans, at 
an average loss severity of 50.9%. 
 
As pressure continues to be placed on special servicers to maximize returns in today’s credit market, true 
loss severities are expected to be high, and liquidation activity is expected to continue at the recent pace.  
This would be the result of reduced or distressed asset pricing, lower availability of take-out financing, 
and increased extensions of balloon defaults through 2011. We expect higher liquidation volume and loss 
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severity to be the norm for 2011 for those loans that experience a term default where cash flow from 
operations is not sufficient to support in-place debt obligations (i.e., DSCR below break-even).   
 
Otherwise, the growing rate at which liquidated or resolved CMBS credits are replenished by newly 
delinquent loans remains a high concern, especially regarding further growth in the Foreclosure and REO 
categories (evidence of additional loan workouts and liquidations on the horizon for 2011).  Historical 
highlights regarding liquidation activity and loss severity are as follows: 
 

• Since January 2005, over $17.99 billion in CMBS liquidations have been realized, while only 48 
of the last 73 months have reported average loss severities below 40%, including 21 below 30%.   

• Annual liquidations for 2009 totaled $2.18 billion, at an overall average severity of 42.1%.  The 
overall average was clearly brought downward by the number of loans that experienced a minor 
loss via workout fees and / or sales or refinance proceeds being near total exposure, while the 
true loss severities by our definition averaged 62%. 

• Comparatively, annual liquidations for 2008 totaled $1.297 billion, at an overall average severity 
of only 24.9% while liquidations in 2007 totaled $1.094 billion at an average severity of 32.8%.   

• Liquidations in 2006 totaled $1.93 billion at an average severity of 30.2%, while 2005 had $3.097 
billion in liquidations at an average severity of 34.2%.    

 
Therefore, we have separated those loans with a loss severity near or below 1% for the monthly snapshot 
reported in Table 3, as well as the property type severity figures presented in Tables 5, 6 and 7 on the 
following pages. 
 

Table 3 – Liquidations for January 2011: Material Loss vs. Workout Fees, etc. (source: Realpoint) 
 

Deal ID Pros ID Loan Name Prop Type Balance Before Loss Loss Amount Loss % Loss Date City State
BACM0503 3.000 Pacific Arts Plaza Off ice 160,000,000$                  90,373,236$               56.5% 1/1/2011 COSTA MESA CA
BACM0606 45.000 Blossom Village Multi-family 9,071,291$                      2,461,341$                 27.1% 1/4/2011 CUYAHOGA FALLS OH
BSC06P12 122.000 Country Inn & Suites by Carlson - Tucson Hotel 4,091,745$                      3,377,453$                 82.5% 1/14/2011 TUCSON AZ
BSC06P14 153.000 Shoppes of  Oviedo Retail 4,459,197$                      3,056,550$                 68.5% 1/11/2011 OVIEDO FL
BSC07P16 218.000 Railroad Emporium Other 2,300,000$                      2,054,966$                 89.3% 1/21/2011 MELBOURNE FL
BSC07P17 144.000 Shepherd Ranch Shopping Plaza Retail 5,700,000$                      3,524,575$                 61.8% 1/14/2011 FRESNO CA
CBAC0501 2005100788 02FIXED/VARIABLE Other 295,235$                         295,235$                    100.0% 1/6/2011 HARTFORD CT
CMAC98C1 000218 Econo Lodge Motel Hotel 1,154,180$                      292,363$                    25.3% 1/1/2011 KANSAS CITY MO
CMAT99C1 5 Springfield Mall Retail 78,437,746$                    25,313,863$               32.3% 1/11/2011 SPRINGFIELD VA
COM03LN1 82 Mid-Bay Club Apartments Multi-family 1,468,745$                      715,717$                    48.7% 1/6/2011 NORTH MIAMI FL
COM04LN4 45 Springhill Fashion Center Retail 7,900,000$                      5,945,920$                 75.3% 1/11/2011 WEST DUNDEE IL
COM04LN4 63 Parker Healthcare Center Off ice 5,040,784$                      1,561,133$                 31.0% 1/11/2011 PARKER CO
COM06C07 126.000 Mall of Georgia Shops Retail 4,074,999$                      2,522,988$                 61.9% 1/1/2011 BUFORD GA
COMM00C1 62 Europacific Building Off ice 3,199,218$                      772,047$                    24.1% 1/5/2011 IRVINE CA
CSF05C03 7.000 Billerica Bldg # 2 Off ice 5,983,130$                      2,728,941$                 45.6% 1/10/2011 NORTH BILLERICA MA
CSF05C03 8.000 Billerica Bldg #7 Off ice 4,487,347$                      1,919,546$                 42.8% 1/10/2011 NORTH BILLERICA MA
CSF05C03 4.000 Billerica Bldg #3-6 Off ice 17,126,709$                    7,285,581$                 42.5% 1/10/2011 NORTH BILLERICA MA
CSF05C03 6.000 Chicopee Big Y Industrial 6,132,708$                      2,607,084$                 42.5% 1/10/2011 CHICOPEE MA
CSF05C03 5.000 31 Milk Street (Floors 2-11) Off ice 15,095,250$                    6,306,461$                 41.8% 1/10/2011 BOSTON MA
CSF05C05 176.000 Gator Crossing Retail 3,206,354$                      3,251,673$                 101.4% 1/11/2011 Port Richey FL
CSF05C05 211.000 Carriage Way Shopping Center Retail 2,207,368$                      1,302,282$                 59.0% 1/11/2011 LAKE BLUFF IL
CSF05C05 276.000 Northgate MHP Multi-family 845,282$                         469,318$                    55.5% 1/11/2011 MOUNT GILEAD OH
CSF05C05 206.000 Clearfork MHP Multi-family 2,224,425$                      996,907$                    44.8% 1/11/2011 BELLVILLE OH
CSF05C05 240.000 Kensington Apartments Multi-family 1,715,348$                      470,300$                    27.4% 1/11/2011 ROCK HILL SC
CSM07C04 82.000 Gatew ay Center Industrial 5,078,123$                      3,097,987$                 61.0% 1/4/2011 PLANTATION FL
CTG06C04 145.000 Comfort Inn & Suites - College Park Hotel 4,153,055$                      2,126,128$                 51.2% 1/1/2011 COLLEGE PARK GA
CTG06C04 166.000 Mayfair Village Apartments Multi-family 819,894$                         373,258$                    45.5% 1/7/2011 Columbus OH
CTG08C07 76.000 Springhill Suites - Las Cruces, NM (LH) Hotel 5,200,000$                      4,342,486$                 83.5% 1/6/2011 LAS CRUCES NM
DLJ00CK1 151 Richfield Court Apartments Multi-family 1,632,216$                      1,581,566$                 96.9% 1/12/2011 FLINT MI
DLJ99CG1 000184 Apartment Portfolio Multi-family 1,907,694$                      1,831,313$                 96.0% 1/11/2011 Various MI
GECC0102 760021752 Highland Tow nhomes Multi-family 7,578,256$                      6,971,887$                 92.0% 1/5/2011 COLLEGE PARK GA
GMAC02C2 000079 Englew ood Place Apartments Multi-family 2,979,925$                      1,355,366$                 45.5% 1/5/2011 HOUSTON TX
GMAC05C1 79.000 Holiday Inn Express - Coldw ater Hotel 3,514,047$                      1,770,445$                 50.4% 1/14/2011 COLDWATER MI
GMAC99C1 0000GMAC2720 Staples & Linens 'N Things Retail 6,578,503$                      2,836,175$                 43.1% 1/14/2011 MURRAY UT
GSM206G8 145.000 Park West Office I Off ice 4,190,289$                      2,540,389$                 60.6% 1/5/2011 MADISON WI
GSM299C1 400029288 Dicks Clothing & Sporting Goods Store Retail 2,578,245$                      1,552,036$                 60.2% 1/4/2011 Henrietta NY
HMAC00P1 99104 American Pacific Prof Park I Off ice 3,739,608$                      450,270$                    12.0% 1/1/2011 SAN BERNARDINO CA
HMAC00P1 99170 American Pacific Prof Park Ii Off ice 3,299,655$                      282,372$                    8.6% 1/1/2011 San Bernandino CA
HMAC99P1 97408 Hunter's Cove Apartments Multi-family 6,523,042$                      2,671,941$                 41.0% 1/1/2011 HOUSTON TX
JPC02C01 000025 Baymeadow s Multi-family 8,229,064$                      5,178,085$                 62.9% 1/5/2011 RIDGELAND MS
JPC04C10 98 Northpointe Apartments Multi-family 5,161,262$                      3,891,158$                 75.4% 1/11/2011 COLUMBUS OH
JPC04C10 128 6 Rhoads Drive Off ice 2,515,661$                      1,620,192$                 64.4% 1/11/2011 UTICA NY
JPC05LD2 172.000 Elgin Retail Retail 3,973,414$                      2,317,550$                 58.3% 1/4/2011 ELGIN IL
JPC05LD2 227.000 Woodland Square Multi-family 2,560,000$                      437,727$                    17.1% 1/4/2011 MOBILE AL  
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JPC07C20 97.000 660 NORTH CENTRAL EXPRESSWAY Off ice 6,691,962$                      2,646,978$                 39.6% 1/1/2011 PLANO TX
JPM00C10 69 Meadow  Brook Plaza Retail 3,065,447$                      2,262,492$                 73.8% 1/3/2011 TERRE HAUTE IN
JPM01CI2 000039 Ft. Smith Marketplace Retail 6,460,453$                      3,673,201$                 56.9% 1/1/2011 FORT SMITH AR
LAS06MF2 414.000 1352 San Cristobal Multi-family 373,164$                         126,361$                    33.9% 1/14/2011 PUNTA GORDA FL
LAS06MF3 439.000 403 San Antonio Other 294,800$                         249,202$                    84.5% 1/12/2011 MISSION TX
LAS06MF3 405.000 1728 N. Fitzhugh Avenue Multi-family 424,428$                         257,500$                    60.7% 1/4/2011 DALLAS TX
LAS06MF4 369.000 10010 & 10100 Cadieux Rd. Multi-family 348,183$                         444,080$                    127.5% 1/11/2011 Detroit MI
LAS06MF4 74.000 505-515 N Division Street Multi-family 1,616,158$                      1,585,813$                 98.1% 1/5/2011 AUBURN WA
LAS06MF4 264.000 1000 W Olive Street Multi-family 707,166$                         605,369$                    85.6% 1/1/2011 ROGERS AR
LAS06MF4 171.000 900 and 901 N 13th St & 1300 W Beech St Multi-family 1,058,762$                      893,826$                    84.4% 1/1/2011 Rogers AR
LBUB03C8 000053 Rock Road Center Retail 4,787,852$                      3,378,918$                 70.6% 1/7/2011 WICHITA KS
MLCF0705 300.000 Gatew ay East and West Off ice 10,500,000$                    5,227,619$                 49.8% 1/11/2011 Oxon Hill MD
MLT05MC1 58.000 Plaza Del Mar Retail 7,401,595$                      3,444,308$                 46.5% 1/1/2011 FORT LAUDERDALE FL
MLT06C01 172.000 Beach Plaza Retail 2,631,945$                      413,441$                    15.7% 1/1/2011 Rehoboth Beach DE
MSC06HQ8 135.000 Hartw ood Apartments Multi-family 4,883,221$                      3,180,924$                 65.1% 1/4/2011 HOOVER AL
MSC07I15 35.000 Erie Shore Landings Multi-family 14,053,256$                    6,406,773$                 45.6% 1/12/2011 SHEFFIELD LAKE OH
MSC100L1 55 Highland Court Apartments Multi-family 4,630,401$                      3,704,725$                 80.0% 1/7/2011 MARIETTA GA
REAL0502 67.000 Metropolitan Rd Industrial 1,945,202$                      149,254$                    7.7% 1/1/2011 Toronto Various
SBM700C3 31 Kendall Manor Apartments Multi-family 1,350,062$                      385,701$                    28.6% 1/6/2011 KALAMAZOO MI
SBM700N1 58 Lake Norman Plaza Off ice 1,749,839$                      1,349,034$                 77.1% 1/7/2011 CORNELIUS NC
SVG07C01 51.000 Colonial Forest Apartments Multi-family 5,565,069$                      778,511$                    14.0% 1/13/2011 JACKSONVILLE FL
WAMU07S3 874.000 8449 Kelley Drive Multi-family 335,128$                         225,161$                    67.2% 1/3/2011 STOCKTON CA
WBC03C09 56 St. Helena Outlet Center Retail 4,575,218$                      1,259,157$                 27.5% 1/4/2011 SAINT HELENA CA

Sub-Totals 513,878,328$                  259,482,155$             56.0% Avg Severity

Deal ID Pros ID Loan Name Prop Type Balance Before Loss Loss Amount Loss % Loss Date City State
BACM0405 000017 North Oak Apartments Multi-family 3,584,281$                      36,663$                      1.0% 1/21/2011 IRVING TX
BSC01TO2 000017 200 Crossing Boulevard Office Building Off ice 15,963,317$                    163,235$                    1.0% 1/3/2011 FRAMINGHAM MA
CCSC00C3 20 Bass Lofts Multi-family 10,014,919$                    106,053$                    1.1% 1/11/2011 ATLANTA GA
CSF01CF2 000037 Sheridan Center Off ice 5,672,152$                      67,501$                      1.2% 1/11/2011 MIAMI BEACH FL
DLJ00CK1 207 Northw ay Court Shopping Center Retail 790,538$                         7,405$                        0.9% 1/3/2011 SAINT CLOUD MN
DLJ00CK1 120 Northw ay Plaza Shopping Center Retail 1,852,877$                      15,429$                      0.8% 1/20/2011 WATERFORD TOWNSHIP MI
DLJ99CG3 92 Park South Apartments Multi-family 2,450,876$                      25,040$                      1.0% 1/28/2011 TOPEKA KS
FUBA01C1 000124 Commerce Crossings Retail 2,415,626$                      22,387$                      0.9% 1/4/2011 COMMERCE TOWNSHIP MI
GMAC01C1 29408 Parkw ood/Stratford Multi-family 3,267,467$                      40,633$                      1.2% 1/14/2011 Various PA
GMAC01C1 29656 Tow nePlace Suites by Marriott Hotel 11,291,365$                    139,167$                    1.2% 1/14/2011 MILPITAS CA
GMAC99C1 000GMAC4690 Hudson Valley Mall Retail 46,289,652$                    730,293$                    1.6% 1/14/2011 ULSTER PARK NY
GMAC99C3 22729 Fremont Business Park Off ice 2,272,147$                      33,430$                      1.5% 1/14/2011 FREMONT CA
PNC01C01 000052 Metro Exchange Building Off ice 5,354,888$                      81,661$                      1.5% 1/1/2011 NASHVILLE TN
PNC01C01 000098 774 Placentia Building Off ice 2,260,706$                      26,311$                      1.2% 1/1/2011 PLACENTIA CA

Sub-Totals 113,480,812$                  1,495,207$                 1.2% Avg Severity

Aggregate Total 627,359,139$                  260,977,363$             46.5% Avg Severity  
 

Table 4 – Monthly CMBS Liquidations and Average Loss Severity, January 2010 to January 2011 (source: Realpoint) 
 

Totals Balance Before Loss Loss Amount Avg. Loss %
Jan-11 627,359,139$                  260,977,363$          46.5%
Dec-10 918,400,909$                  575,189,694$          56.7%
Nov-10 636,288,897$                  254,656,270$          45.7%
Oct-10 752,976,804$                  349,746,792$          45.4%
Sep-10 521,660,031$                  254,823,614$          47.5%
Aug-10 583,460,078$                  353,998,765$          51.8%
Jul-10 1,035,438,520$               512,875,630$          54.1%
Jun-10 762,900,959$                  395,150,777$          49.1%
May-10 507,188,463$                  218,269,227$          53.6%
Apr-10 740,477,633$                  312,908,439$          51.6%
Mar-10 598,986,581$                  168,126,189$          47.1%
Feb-10 461,803,464$                  129,291,797$          46.9%
Jan-10 313,902,767$                  121,578,411$          48.1%
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Table 5 – Average Loss Severities by Property Type for 2011: All Liquidated Loans (source: Realpoint) 

 
Prop Type Balance Before Loss Loss Amount Loss % # of Loans
Hotel Average 29,404,391$                    12,048,042$              49.0% 6
Industrial Average 13,156,034$                    5,854,325$                37.1% 3
Multi-family Average 107,378,986$                  48,209,014$              52.4% 30
Office Average 275,142,662$                  125,435,937$            31.7% 19
Other Average 2,890,035$                      2,599,402$                91.3% 3
Retail Average 199,387,031$                  66,830,643$              45.9% 20
Grand Average 627,359,139$                  260,977,363$            46.5% 81  

 
Table 6 – Average Loss Severities by Property Type for 2011: Loans with Material Loss Severity Above 2% (source: Realpoint) 

 
Prop Type Balance Before Loss Loss Amount Loss % # of Loans
Hotel Average 18,113,026$                    11,908,875$         58.6% 5
Industrial Average 13,156,034$                    5,854,325$           37.1% 3
Multi-family Average 88,061,443$                    48,000,625$         60.3% 26
Office Average 243,619,453$                  125,063,798$       42.6% 14
Other Average 2,890,035$                      2,599,402$           91.3% 3
Retail Average 148,038,337$                  66,055,129$         57.1% 16
Grand Average 513,878,328$                  259,482,155$       56.0% 67  

 
Table 7 – Average Loss Severities by Property Type for 2011: Loans with Loss Severity Below 2%, including Assumed 

Special Servicing Workout Fees (source: Realpoint) 

 
Prop Type Balance Before Loss Loss Amount Loss % # of Loans
Hotel Average 11,291,365$                    139,167$           1.2% 1
Multi-family Average 19,317,544$                    208,388$           1.1% 4
Office Average 31,523,210$                    372,139$           1.3% 5
Retail Average 51,348,694$                    775,513$           1.1% 4
Grand Average 113,480,812$                  1,495,207$        1.2% 14  

 
For comparison by property type: 

• The highest loss severities in 2006 were found in healthcare (55%) and industrial (34.5%) 
collateral; multifamily collateral remained highest by balance before liquidation ($606.7 million), 
but reported the lowest severity (24.5%).   

• The highest loss severities in 2007 were found in industrial (50%) and healthcare collateral 
(44%); multifamily collateral was again the highest by balance before liquidation ($356 million), 
but reported the fourth-lowest severity (32.5%).   

• The highest loss severities in 2008 were found in mixed-use / other (36%) and multifamily 
collateral (31%); multifamily collateral was again the highest by balance before liquidation 
($576.97 million). 

• The highest loss severities in 2009 were found in multifamily (51%) and mixed-use / other 
collateral (49%); multifamily collateral was again the highest by balance before liquidation 
($792.47 million). 

 
Future Workouts – Delinquency Categories 
The total balance of loans in Foreclosure and REO had increased for 37 straight months through 
December 2010, up to $24.07 billion from $23.49 billion in November 2010 and $22.6 billion in October 
2010.  With the ongoing rapid pace for loan liquidations, modifications and resolutions, these most 
distressed categories fell by $281 million as a whole (1.2%) in January 2011.  The chart below shows the 
rapid growth of loans reflecting 90-day delinquency through July 2010, tapering off a bit the past four 
months, while loans continue to transition swiftly from 30-day defaults into more distressed levels on a 
monthly basis.  We feel this lends further support to our use of such as an early indicator of workouts to 
come through year-end 2011. 
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Chart 6 – Monthly Delinquency Categories (source: Realpoint) 
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Property Type 
• Multifamily secured loans have remained the greatest contributor to overall CMBS delinquency since 

surpassing delinquent retail loans in June of 2010.  Delinquent multifamily loans equate to 2.23% of the 
CMBS universe and 27.2% of total delinquency (consistent with a month prior), with a delinquency rate 
of 10.2% (up from 10.04% a month prior and only 7% one-year ago).  By dollar amount, multifamily 
loan delinquency is now up by $5.53 billion from one year ago (up from $11.34 billion in January 2010). 

• The retail default rate decreased slightly to 7.3% in January 2011 from 7.4% in December 2010, but 
has remained over 6% since April 2010.  The current default rate compares to 5.4% one-year ago 
(January 2010). 

• Despite a leveling off over the past five months, we still consider retail delinquency a legitimate concern 
for 2011.  A prolonged economic recovery could have further impact on consumer spending and cause 
retailers to continue to struggle.  We also cannot rule out additional store consolidation, closings and 
potential bankruptcies along with growing balloon maturity default risk as retail collateral continues to 
suffer from the experienced decline.   

• As shown in Chart 7, multifamily, retail, office and hotel collateral loan delinquency as a percentage of 
the CMBS universe have clearly trended upward in the trailing twelve months, but have moderated a bit 
in the last six months.  Office collateral has clearly demonstrated the most aggressive increase in 
defaults in such time horizon. 

• Only 13 healthcare loans at 0.01% of the CMBS universe were delinquent in January 2011, while such 
delinquent unpaid balance reflects 4% of all healthcare collateral.   

• The total delinquency rate for CMBS hotel loans again decreased slightly to 12.2% in January 2011 
from 13.8% in December 2010 and 14.05% in November 2010, but remains up from only 9.5% one-
year ago.  Future hotel collateral performance is dependent on recent optimism surrounding pent-up 
business and leisure travel and the potential for improving fundamentals in 2011.  Note:  The collateral 
securing the delinquent Extended Stay Hotel loan (WBC07ESH) highlighted previously was identified in 
our database under the “Other” property-type category, as reported by the trustee. 
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Table 8 – Monthly Delinquency by Property Type (source: Realpoint) 
 

Prop.Type Current Balance Loan Count % of CMBS Universe % of CMBS Delinq. % of Property Type
Healthcare Total 60,017,938$                   13                   0.008% 0.097% 3.985%
Hotel Total 9,365,034,014$              434                 1.239% 15.082% 12.239%
Industrial Total 3,009,299,878$              262                 0.398% 4.846% 9.245%
Multi-family Total 16,864,397,716$            1,177              2.231% 27.160% 10.154%
Office Total 13,694,015,819$            921                 1.811% 22.054% 6.667%
Retail Total 14,886,863,447$            1,406              1.969% 23.975% 7.271%
Other Total 4,213,694,587$              412                 0.557% 6.786% 6.090%
Grand Total 62,093,323,400$            4,625              8.213% 100.000%  

 
Chart 7 – Trailing Twelve Month Delinquency by Property Type (source: Realpoint) 
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Table 9 – Trailing Twelve Month Delinquency by Property Type: as % of Outstanding Property Type Balance (source: Realpoint) 
 

Property Type Jan-10 Feb-10 Mar-10 Apr-10 May-10 Jun-10 Jul-10 Aug-10 Sep-10 Oct-10 Nov-10 Dec-10 Jan-11
Healthcare 3.9% 3.8% 9.2% 3.5% 3.2% 4.1% 4.2% 4.3% 4.8% 3.9% 11.5% 11.5% 4.0%
Hotel 9.5% 10.2% 11.2% 11.6% 12.6% 13.4% 12.8% 13.3% 13.7% 14.3% 14.1% 13.8% 12.2%
Industrial 4.3% 4.2% 4.8% 5.1% 4.9% 5.0% 5.5% 6.1% 6.0% 5.7% 6.1% 8.6% 9.2%
Multi-family 7.0% 7.0% 7.4% 7.9% 8.2% 9.4% 9.3% 9.5% 9.1% 9.3% 9.9% 10.0% 10.2%
Office 3.7% 4.2% 4.6% 5.3% 5.6% 5.9% 6.2% 6.3% 6.3% 6.4% 6.9% 6.7% 6.7%
Retail 5.4% 5.4% 5.6% 6.2% 6.5% 6.4% 6.6% 6.4% 6.8% 6.9% 7.1% 5.9% 7.3%
Other 7.3% 7.6% 7.8% 7.9% 8.4% 8.7% 8.9% 9.4% 9.4% 5.5% 5.6% 7.4% 6.1%

Trailing Tw elve Month Property Type Delinquency: as % of Outstanding Property Type Balance

 
 
Special Servicing 
• Through January 2011, special servicing exposure increased to $90.53 billion across 4,715 loans – up 

from $90.25 billion across 4,899 loans in December 2010.    
• For the 37th straight month, the total unpaid principal balance for specially-serviced CMBS when 

compared to 12 months prior increased by a high $18.7 billion since January 2010.  Such exposure is 
up over 26% in the trailing 12 months.  

• Special servicing exposure had increased for 26 straight months through June 2010, up to 
approximately $88.6 billion across 4,830 loans from $83.38 billion across 4,755 loans in May 2010.  
Through July 2010, however, such exposure decreased to $88.51 billion across 4,713 loans. 

• Exposure by property type is now heavily weighted towards office collateral at 25%, followed by 
multifamily at 24% and retail at 20%. 

• Unpaid principal balance noted as current but specially-serviced increased slightly in January 2011 to 
$32.26 billion from $31.9 billion a month prior.   

• Within the 4.3% of CMBS current but specially-serviced, we found 233 loans at $28.03 billion with an 
unpaid principal balance at or over $20 million, compared with 224 loans at $28.12 billion with an 
unpaid principal balance at or over $20 million a month prior. 
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• Unpaid principal balance was at or above $50 million for 133 current but specially-serviced loans in 
January 2011, and was at or over $100 million for 63 loans.  The largest of such loans included the 
current but specially-serviced EOP Portfolio loan at $4.93 billion in the GSM207EO transaction, the 
$1.058 billion Farallon MHC Portfolio loan in BALL07B1, the $1 billion CNL Hotels and Resorts loan in 
COM06CN2, and the $775 million Beacon Seattle & DC Portfolio Roll-Up loan in MSC07I14 (recently 
reported as modified). 

 
Table 10 – Trailing Twelve Month Special Servicing Exposure (source: Realpoint) 

 

Month UPB* % of CMBS UPB % of CMBS UPB % of CMBS SS
Jan-11 $90.53 11.98% $32.26 4.27% $58.27 64.4%
Dec-10 $90.25 12.00% $31.99 4.25% $58.26 64.6%
Nov-10 $89.65 11.92% $32.24 4.29% $57.41 64.0%
Oct-10 $87.86 11.54% $32.03 4.21% $55.83 63.5%
Sep-10 $91.17 11.79% $32.09 4.15% $59.08 64.8%
Aug-10 $90.83 11.74% $32.68 4.23% $58.15 64.0%
Jul-10 $88.51 11.33% $30.86 3.95% $57.65 65.1%
Jun-10 $88.60 11.29% $30.90 3.94% $57.71 65.1%
May-10 $83.38 10.57% $29.73 3.77% $53.65 64.3%
Apr-10 $81.38 10.29% $30.04 3.80% $51.34 63.1%
Mar-10 $79.83 10.00% $32.13 4.03% $47.70 59.8%
Feb-10 $76.13 9.55% $31.65 3.97% $44.48 58.4%
Jan-10 $71.83 9.01% $30.25 3.79% $41.58 57.9%

* Figures in bil lions

Delinquent and All Specially Serviced Loans current but with 
the Special Servicer Specially Serviced

 
 

Chart 8 – Special Servicing Exposure by Property Type (source: Realpoint) 
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Geography 
• The top three states ranked by delinquency exposure had remained fairly consistent since January 

2009, as California, Florida, and Texas collectively accounted for 32% of delinquency through June 
2010.  For the past seven months, however, New York jumped to second in such ranking by state 
pushing Texas to fourth.  Thus, California, New York, and Florida collectively accounted for 33% of 
delinquency through January 2011. 

• The 10 largest states by delinquent unpaid balance reflect 62.6% of CMBS delinquency, while the 10 
largest states by overall CMBS exposure reflect 51% of the CMBS universe.   

• The state of California remains a major concern at 12.5% of CMBS delinquency.  By MSA, however, 
such delinquency was concentrated in the Los Angeles and Riverside-San Bernardino, MSAs. 

• While by state delinquency exposure Florida ranks third, no Florida MSA is found in the Top 10 MSA’s 
ranked by delinquency exposure (highest being Orlando, which ranked 16th in our data). 

• Texas delinquency is highly concentrated within the Dallas-Fort Worth and Houston MSAs. 
• Notably, over 10% of total CMBS exposure in the states of Florida, Nevada, Arizona, Georgia, Ohio and 

Michigan are delinquent, while over 10% of total CMBS exposure in the Las Vegas, Phoenix, Atlanta 
Dallas-Fort Worth, Philadelphia, Houston and Riverside – San Bernardino MSAs are delinquent. 

• Three MSAs topped 4% of CMBS delinquency for January 2011 (up from two in the prior month).   
• The 10 largest MSAs by delinquent unpaid balance reflect 37.4% of CMBS delinquency, while the 10 

largest MSAs by overall CMBS exposure reflect 33.2% of the CMBS universe. 
 

Table 11 - Delinquency by State (source: Realpoint) 
 

State Current Balance Loan Count % of CMBS Universe % of CMBS Delinq. % of State Exposure
CA Total 7,786,623,175$           493                 1.030% 12.540% 8.134%
NY Total 7,212,668,444$           180                 0.954% 11.616% 8.169%
FL Total 5,665,643,223$           525                 0.749% 9.124% 14.991%
TX Total 4,293,188,109$           489                 0.568% 6.914% 9.415%
NV Total 3,674,258,161$           215                 0.486% 5.917% 29.359%
AZ Total 2,918,688,532$           274                 0.386% 4.700% 17.756%
GA Total 2,213,213,367$           255                 0.293% 3.564% 11.900%
OH Total 1,747,833,673$           178                 0.231% 2.815% 13.161%
PA Total 1,687,296,994$           114                 0.223% 2.717% 9.146%
MI Total 1,643,005,357$           202                 0.217% 2.646% 14.056%
Top 10 States 38,842,419,034$         2,925              5.138% 62.555%  

 
Table 12 - Delinquency by MSA (source: Realpoint) 

 
MSA Current Balance Loan Count % of CMBS Delinq. % of total MSA
New York, NY Total 5,705,471,870$         83                  9.189% 7.612%
Las Vegas, NV Total 3,405,085,852$         192                5.484% 30.944%
Phoenix, AZ Total 2,534,312,069$         232                4.081% 18.652%
Atlanta, GA Total 1,967,748,993$         206                3.169% 13.113%
Dallas-Fort Worth, TX Total 1,866,338,064$         182                3.006% 10.753%
Los Angeles, CA Total 1,710,899,342$         122                2.755% 4.944%
Washington, DC Total 1,565,016,365$         64                  2.520% 4.663%
Philadelphia, PA Total 1,545,795,283$         80                  2.489% 10.677%
Houston, TX Total 1,513,871,522$         186                2.438% 10.609%
Riverside-San Bernardino, CA Total 1,415,030,863$         95                  2.279% 20.332%
Top 10 Totals 23,229,570,222$       1,442             37.411%  
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Issuance 
• In January 2011, over 96% of CMBS delinquency by deal type was found in fusion and conduit deals. 
• Of note by deal type is the 66.7% delinquency for “Kickout” loan transactions. 
• The 2006 and 2007 vintage transactions continue to top the list when delinquency is ranked by year of 

issuance, accounting for 67% of total delinquency.  Both vintage years had an individual delinquency 
rate for their respective outstanding balance far above the overall rate of 8.21%. 

• Deals issued from 2005 through 2007 now contribute over 82% of total delinquency, 6.78% of all 
CMBS.  This is a direct result of current market conditions comingled with aggressive underwriting, and 
will lead to further special servicing exposure and ultimate liquidation activity. 

• While not shown in the Top 10 chart below, deals issued from 2008 contribute just under 1% of total 
delinquency, 0.06% of all CMBS.  Despite the low contribution to overall delinquency, the vintage itself 
had an individual delinquency rate of 7.7% - up from 6.7% a month prior. 

• Deals issued in 1998 through 2001 contribute only 7.2% of the total delinquency, 0.6% of all CMBS.   
 

Table 13 - Delinquency by Deal Type (source: Realpoint) 
 

Deal Type Loan Count Current Balance % of CMBS Universe % of CMBS Delinq. % of Deal Type
Fusion Total 3,983              57,876,384,680.96$    7.655% 93.209% 9.791%
Floating Rate Total 39                   1,969,579,459.06$      0.261% 3.172% 5.315%
Conduit Total 372                 1,784,803,981.60$      0.236% 2.874% 5.084%
Unknow n Total 209                 256,151,895.08$         0.034% 0.413% 0.435%
Single Property Total 1                     113,778,876.56$         0.015% 0.183% 1.379%
Seasoned Loan Total 10                   48,960,153.44$           0.006% 0.079% 2.174%
Kickout Total 11                   43,664,353.42$           0.006% 0.070% 66.709%
Grand Total 4,625              62,093,323,400.12$    8.213% 100.000%  

 
Table 14 - Delinquency by Year of Issuance (source: Realpoint) 

 
Year Total Year Loan Count % of CMBS Universe % of CMBS Delinq. % of Year Balance
2006 Total 21,713,809,060$         1,219              2.872% 34.970% 11.416%
2007 Total 19,702,036,415$         999                 2.606% 31.730% 9.650%
2005 Total 9,812,462,730$           810                 1.298% 15.803% 7.510%
2004 Total 3,244,637,681$           349                 0.429% 5.225% 4.989%
2001 Total 1,702,588,965$           277                 0.225% 2.742% 6.241%
2003 Total 1,536,446,557$           181                 0.203% 2.474% 3.568%
2000 Total 1,497,825,578$           274                 0.198% 2.412% 39.771%
2002 Total 921,246,358$              125                 0.122% 1.484% 2.954%
1999 Total 744,444,955$              160                 0.098% 1.199% 22.683%
1998 Total 500,137,458$              114                 0.066% 0.805% 5.880%
Top 10 Totals 61,375,635,757$         4,508              8.118% 98.844%  

 
Chart 9 - Delinquency by Year of Issuance: As % of Outstanding Vintage Balance (source: Realpoint) 
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Franchise Transactions 
• The delinquency rate for Franchise transactions remains erratic on a monthly basis due to inconsistent 

reporting and high volatility (as reflected in the chart below).   
• Over the trailing 12 months, delinquency grew to 21.9% in December 2010, the highest it has been, 

compared to a low of only 4.9% in September 2010.  
• 555 franchise loans at $296.99 million have been liquidated since January 2006 at an average severity 

of 80.2%.  This includes 76 loans at $31.5 million in 2007, 69 loans at $52.3 million in 2008, 294 loans 
at $109.6 million in 2009, and 25 loans at $15.4 million in 2010. 

 
Chart 10 – Franchise Deal Delinquency (source: Realpoint) 
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Note: 
 
Realpoint has been tracking monthly commercial mortgage-backed securitization delinquency trends 
across various categories since January 2001.  This report includes monthly breakdowns of delinquency 
for the entire Realpoint CMBS portfolio by delinquency category (30-day, 60-day, 90+-day, foreclosure, 
and real estate owned) along with exposure across each of the seven primary property types (healthcare, 
hotels, industrial, multifamily, office, retail, and other). 
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make any other investment decisions. Accordingly, any user of the information contained herein should not rely on any credit rating or other opinion contained herein 
in making any investment decision. Ratings are based on information received by Realpoint’s Surveillance Group. Other divisions of Realpoint may have information 
that is not available to Realpoint’s Surveillance Group.  Realpoint has established policies and procedures to maintain the confidentiality of non-public information 
received during the ratings process. 

 
In addition, any person or entity in receipt of this report (“Recipient”) is deemed to agree and acknowledge the following: 

 
(a) any information described in this report that is provided by third parties  (collectively, “Third Party Information”) and used by Realpoint to 

determine and/or provide any ratings or analysis, is:  (i) the sole responsibility of the third party provider of such information (ii) not endorsed or 
recommended by Realpoint, (iii) not verified by Realpoint, and (iv) provided “AS IS” without any representation, warranty or guaranty of any 
kind.  Realpoint has no responsibility, liability or control over Third Party Information and provides no warranty, guaranty, representation for or 
with respect to such Third Party Information or any results derived from it.  In addition, Third Party Information may be outdated, unreliable or 
inaccurate and Realpoint has no obligation to update, correct or verify any Third Party Information; 

 
(b) any ratings, analysis related thereto and/or this report is (i) solely for informational purposes, (ii) for use only by the Recipient of this report and 

may not be used or relied upon by any other person, (iii) subject to applicable laws, regulations and rules and Recipient shall reasonably cooperate 
with Realpoint if needed to comply therewith, (iv) mere opinions the provision of which does not result in Realpoint waiving any protections, 
privileges or defenses available under applicable laws, rules or regulations, including, without limitation, the First Amendment of the Constitution 
of the United States of America and (v) not guaranteed to be accurate, complete or timely and are not intended to predict or guaranty future 
performance or results; 

 
(c) Realpoint has not consented to, and will not consent to, (i) being named an "expert" under the federal securities laws including, without limitation, Section 

7 of the Securities Act of 1933, or (ii) the integration, publication, inclusion or reference of any ratings, analysis or other information pertaining to 
Realpoint and/or the ratings in any prospectuses or registration statements or otherwise integrated or used in a manner that could impede  (i) or (ii) of this 
provision; 

 
(d) this report and all information contained herein are solely for Recipient’s internal use.  Realpoint retains all right, title and interest in this report and 

all information contained herein, as well as in any enhancements, modifications or derivative works thereof, and in any other Realpoint intellectual 
property used in conjunction with the herewith or otherwise provided by Realpoint.  No work performed hereunder by Realpoint or its agents shall 
be deemed “work for hire,” as such term is defined at 17 U.S.C. § 101, on behalf of Recipient or any other party.  Unless expressly permitted by 
Realpoint in writing, Recipient may not modify, copy, reproduce, distribute, redistribute, transfer, transmit, retransmit, disseminate, sell, license, 
publish, display, broadcast, circulate, recompile, decompile, reverse engineer, alter, archive, create any derivative, resell, or provide substantially 
similar services, in each case, with respect to this report or information or analysis contained therein.  Recipient may only use this report for 
internal use and at all times, in compliance with the restrictions on use contained herein.  This report and the content hereof is property owned by 
or licensed to Realpoint and is protected by copyright, trademark, service mark and other applicable intellectual property laws.  Any unauthorized 
use thereof is strictly prohibited and all rights are reserved by Realpoint;to the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, Recipient agrees to 
indemnify, defend and hold harmless Realpoint and its directors, officers, employees, agents, consultants and other representatives from and 
against any and all claims arising from or related to any breach or violation by Recipient (or anyone Recipient has granted access to this report) of 
the terms of use, this report or any content herein or any use or purpose that is unlawful or otherwise prohibited by the terms of use.  Realpoint 
reserves the right to assume the control and defense of any such matter.  In the event that Realpoint shall assume the control and defense of any 
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such matter, Recipient shall cooperate with Realpoint in this regard including, without limitation, in the assertion of defenses and mandatory 
counterclaims therein; 

 
(e) Recipient assumes sole responsibility for evaluating the merits and risks associated with any investment and Realpoint shall have no liability to the 

Recipient with respect to any claims or damages that may arise from or relate to any decision of the Recipient based on this report, any Third Party 
Information or any other information made available hereunder; 

 
(f) this report and/or any Third Party Information shall not create or constitute a fiduciary relationship between Realpoint and Recipient.  This report, 

any Third Party Information, and any information provided, including any ratings, shall not constitute a “market” rating or a recommendation, 
solicitation, endorsement or offer by Realpoint, or any of its directors, officers, employees, agents, consultants or other representatives or anyone 
else, to buy, hold or sell securities, financial instruments or any investment.  Realpoint is not acting as an investment, financial or other advisor to 
Recipient and Recipient should not and cannot rely upon this report, Third Party Information, and any information provided, including any ratings, 
as investment, legal, tax or financial advice; 

 
(g) this report and content are provided “AS IS” and not subject to any warranties, express or implied, including warranties of merchantability or 

fitness for a particular purpose or use; 
 

(h) in no event shall Realpoint be liable for any incidental, special, indirect, consequential, reliance, punitive or other exemplary damages, including 
any loss of profits, data, savings or interest, any penalties or assessments imposed under laws or otherwise, even if Realpoint has been advised of 
the likelihood thereof;  

 
(i) this report, including any information or analysis contained herein, may be provided by Realpoint to any other person or entity as determined in 

Realpoint’s sole discretion.  In addition, Realpoint may perform and provide services, analysis or other work product related to the transaction not 
contemplated hereunder (“Additional Services”) to another person or entity and shall have no duty or liability to provide any such items to 
Recipient.  In conjunction therewith, Realpoint is expressly permitted to use all available advertising or marketing channels or media that Realpoint 
deems appropriate to promote any services and this report including any information or analysis contained herein, and any Additional Services; 
and 

 
(j) Realpoint publishes its current Form NRSRO and exhibits thereto at www.realpoint.com.  Recipient agrees that such materials, the qualifications 

and limitations enumerated in this report and Realpoint’s website, www.realpoint.com, are integral to understanding Realpoint’s credit ratings and 
related analysis. 

 
The Recipient’s rights, obligations and terms of use are further set forth and subject to any related contract outstanding between Recipient and Realpoint.  
Realpoint maintains all rights thereunder. 

To reprint, translate, or use the data or information other than as provided herein, contact Joe Petro (267-960-6004) or by e-mail to: joe.petro@realpoint.com. 
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